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Astrophysics and Fundamental 
Physics with High Energy Photons 

• astrophysics with photons from TeV to EeV energies
• high energy photon mixing with new light states
• limits on Lorentz invariance violation and quantum gravity
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accelerated nuclei interact:

during propagation (“cosmogenic”)
or in sources (AGN, GRB, ...)

=> energy fluences in γ-rays and
    neutrinos are comparable due to
    isospin symmetry.

Ultra-High Energy Cosmic Rays and the Connection to
Diffuse γ-ray and Neutrino Fluxes

Universe acts as a calorimeter for
total injected electromagnetic
energy above the pair threshold.
=> neutrino flux constraints.
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accelerated nuclei interact:

during propagation (“cosmogenic”)
or in sources (AGN, GRB, ...)

=> energy fluences in γ-rays and
    neutrinos are comparable due to
    isospin symmetry.

Neutrino spectrum is unmodified,
γ-rays pile up below pair production
threshold (on CMB at a few 1014 eV)

Ultra-High Energy Cosmic Rays and the Connection to
Diffuse γ-ray and Neutrino Fluxes

Universe acts as a calorimeter for
total injected electromagnetic
energy above the pair threshold.
=> neutrino flux constraints.
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Summary of hadronic neutrino and photon production modes

From Physics Today
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The universal photon spectrum
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Interaction Horizons
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The diffuse photon background from keV to 100 GeV
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The diffuse photon background from keV to 100 GeV

Fermi-LAT collaboration, Phys.Rev.Lett. 104 (2010) 101101
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quasar evolution

Cascade γ-rays and UHE neutrinos: An Overview

Armengaud and Sigl

Fermi LAT limit
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quasar evolution

Cascade γ-rays and UHE neutrinos: An Overview

Neutrino flux upper limit  
for opaque sources

determined by Fermi
boundArmengaud and Sigl

Fermi LAT limit
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quasar evolution

Cascade γ-rays and UHE neutrinos: An Overview

Armengaud and Sigl

Fermi LAT limit
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TeV γ-ray fluxes also constrain cosmogenic neutrino fluxes

Berezinsky et al., Phys. Lett. B 695 (2011) 13
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Physics with EeV Secondary Gamma-Ray Fluxes

Hooper, Taylor, Sarkar, Astropart.Phys. 34 (2011) 340

UHE gamma-ray fluxes depend on number of nucleons locally produced
above GZK threshold which is proportional to Emax/A

Further suppressed for heavy nuclei due to increased pair production
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Photon-WISP Conversion in Astrophysics and Cosmology

WISP= Weakly Interacting Sub-eV Particle

The structure of the coupling of axion-like particles (ALPs) a to photons is,

with gaγ the coupling energy-scale, ma the ALP mass. Thus, the presence of
magnetic fields induces mixing (Primakoff-process) which also depends on photon 
plasma mass

Axions were originally motivated by the strong QCD problem for which

ma = (3.8x1010 GeV * gaγ) meV

but model-dependent axions can also be motivated by hidden sectors
in string theory
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This is different for mixing with a hidden-photon field Xµ, for which

which only depends on (constant) kinetic mixing and photon plasma mass
and can have interesting effects, e.g., on CMB distortions.

In the following restrict to axions.
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sketch from Sanches-Conde et al., Phys.Rev.D79:123511,2009

In absence of polarization effects the mixing equation reads:

with the frequencies

Cotton-Mouton term
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Chelouche et al., Astrophys.J.Suppl. 180 (2009) 1

Comparison of Experimental and Astrophysical Sensitivities
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Pierre Auger Collaboration,
Astropart. Phys. 31 (2009) 399

Maccione, Liberati, Sigl,
PRL 105 (2010) 021101

Experimental upper limits on
UHE photon fraction

Contradict predictions if pair
production is absent

Lorentz Symmetry Violation in the Electromagnetic Sector

The idea:
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For photons we assume the dispersion relation

and for electrons

with only one term present. Polarizations denoted with ±. For positrons, effective
field theory implies                     . Furthermore,                so that the
problem depends on three parameters which in the following we denote by 

for each n.
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Consider pair production on a background photon of energy kb and assume kinematics 
with ordinary energy-momentum conservation, with pe = (1-y)k, pp = yk. Using x = 4y(1-y)
k/kLI with the threshold in absence of Lorentz invariance (LI) violation, kLI=me

2/ωb , the 
condition for pair production is then

where

All combinations of               can occur, depending on the partial wave of the
pair, governed by total angular momentum conservation. All partial waves are
allowed away from the thresholds.

The condition for photon decay is
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For photon decay there is at most one positive real threshold.

Minimize/maximize these wrt. y

Galaverni, Sigl, Phys. Rev. Lett. 100 (2008) 021102.
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There are at least two real solutions 0 ≤ xl
n ≤ xr

n for pair production (lower
and upper thresholds)

αn>0 αn=0

αn<0
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Current upper limits on the photon fraction are of order 2% above 1019 eV
from latest results of the Pierre Auger experiments (ICRC) and order 30%
above 1020 eV.

Pierre Auger Collaboration, Astropart.Phys.29 (2008) 243

Pierre Auger Collaboration, Astropart. Phys. 31 (2009) 399
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Future data will allow to probe smaller photon fractions and the GZK photons:

Pierre Auger Collaboration, Astropart.Phys.29 (2008) 243
Risse, Homola, Mod.Phys.Lett. A22 (2007) 749.
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In absence of pair production for 1019 eV < ω < 1020 eV the photon fraction
would be ~20% and would thus violate experimental bounds:

Galaverni, Sigl, Phys. Rev. Lett. 100 (2008) 021102.
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A given combination                   is ruled out if, for 1019 eV < ω < 1020 eV,
at least one photon polarization state is stable against decay and does
not pair produce for any helicity configuration of the final pair.

In the absence of LIV in pairs for n=1, this yields:

and for n=2:

If a UHE photon were detected, any LIV parameter combination for which
photon decay is allowed for both photon polarizations for at least one helicity 
configuration of the final pair would be ruled out.

For n = 1, all parameters of absolute value < 10-14 ruled out

For n = 2, if absolute value of both the photon and one of the electron
parameters is < 10-6, the second electron  parameter can be arbitrarily
large even once a UHE photon is seen.
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Such strong limits suggest that Lorentz 
invariance violations are completely 

absent !

UHE photon absorption takes place

UHE photons are detected
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The modified dispersion relation also leads to energy dependent group velocity
V=∂E/∂p and thus to an energy-dependent time delay over a distance d:

for linearly suppressed terms. GRB observations in TeV γ-rays can therefore probe 
quantum gravity. The current limit is MPl/ξ > 8x1015 GeV (Ellis et al.).

But the UHE photon limits are inconsistent with interpretations of 
time delays of high energy gamma-rays from GRBs within quantum 
gravity secanrios based on effective field theory
Maccione, Liberati, Sigl, PRL 105 (2010) 021101

Possible exception in space-time foam models,
Ellis, Mavromatos, Nanopoulos, arXiv:1004.4167
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Conclusions
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3.) The large Lorentz factors involved in cosmic radiation at energies
     above ~ 1019 eV provides a magnifier into possible Lorentz invariance
     violations (LIV) and provides very strong limits on deviations from Lorentz

 symmetry violations.

Conclusions

1.) Both diffuse cosmogenic neutrino and photon fluxes depend on the chemical
     composition (and maximal acceleration energy) of charged primary cosmic ray

 sources and are linked

2.) Astrophysics and Cosmology also have sensitivity to photon mixing with possible
 new light states  
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